Lithium treatment causes drug eruptions in a few patients. Mohandas and Rajmohan[1](#pcn12834-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} suggest that acneiform eruptions, psoriasis, maculopapular eruptions, and follicular eruptions are the most common cutaneous reactions to lithium. Here, we report a case of drug eruption during treatment with lithium and lamotrigine, implicating a possible role of additives in the lithium tablet. Written informed consent was obtained from the patient for publication of this report.

A 77‐year‐old depressive woman with bipolar II disorder according to DSM‐5 criteria was admitted to our university hospital. A combination of lamotrigine and lithium provided partial relief of depressive symptoms. However, when we increased the lamotrigine and lithium dose to 75 and 300 mg, respectively, generalized millet‐sized erythematous papules appeared. We consulted a dermatologist who suspected a drug eruption and instructed us to discontinue lithium and lamotrigine. After both drugs were discontinued, the eruption disappeared. A drug‐induced lymphocyte stimulation test (DLST) was performed, with a positive response to both lithium and lamotrigine. At that time, we speculated that additives in the lithium tablet could have induced such a drug eruption. Therefore, a DLST was reapplied using a generic lithium drug, whose additives (e.g., the absence of paraffin) were at least partially different from those of the brand name drug. As expected, the result was negative. Subsequently, this generic lithium was administered after explaining the situation and obtaining consent from the patient and her family. No eruptions appeared and depressive symptoms were improved.

In this case, strictly speaking, there are four possibilities: (i) only lamotrigine caused the drug eruption; (ii) only the brand name lithium drug caused it; (iii) both caused it; or (iv) it was not a drug eruption. The result of a DLST can be affected by the time after drug eruption and we did not test both the brand name drug and the generic drug at the same time. The different results of the DLST between these two forms could also be due to the different time points. Therefore, we could not conclude that the brand name drug of lithium carbonate was responsible for the eruption. If only lamotrigine had caused the patient\'s drug eruption or if it had not been a drug eruption, our strategy might have been useless and the brand name lithium drug could have been used again. However, if only the brand name lithium drug or both the brand name lithium drug and the lamotrigine had caused the drug eruption, the present findings suggest that lithium can be continued by switching from a brand name drug to a generic drug in some patients.
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